Books With Zombies
(12-18)
Pride & Prejudice
& Zombies

The Boy Who
Couldn’t Die

By Jane Austen and Seth
Grahame-Smith
Elizabeth Bennett is determined
to wipe out the plague of
zombies that has invaded
Meryton, but is soon distracted
by the arrival of haughty Mr.
Darcy.

By William Sleator
Sixteen-year-old Ken finds a
psychic who claims she can
make him immortal for $50--if he
gives up his soul. Ken agrees,
but soon realizes that the
psychic may be exacting a more
sinister payment.

Z

The Zombie
Survival Guide

By Michael Thomas Ford
A champion video game
zombie hunter, Josh is soon
recruited to hunt much more
realistic prey. But things are not
as they seem.

The Zombie Queen
of Newbury High

By Max Brooks
With practical tips and guides for
making your house siege-proof,
this is the ultimate guide to
protecting yourself from zombie
attacks.

Generation Dead

By Amanda Ashby
Mia’s love spell gone awry
leaves her the leader of former
classmates who are now
zombies! Good thing zombie
hunter Chase is there to help.

By Daniel Waters
No one can believe it when gothgirl Phoebe falls for Tommy, the
leader of the “differently biotic”
once-dead teens at her school.
Especially not Adam, her
neighbour and captain of the
football team.

You Are so
Undead to Me

The Forest of
Hands and Teeth

By Stacey Jay
A zombie settler by birth,
Megan just wants to be normal
– but that’s a little hard when
someone’s using black magic to
turn the undead into fleshcraving zombies.

By Carrie Ryan
Mary’s world has always been
protected by the fence that
keeps the unconsecrated out.
But when the fence breaks, Mary
is forced to confront some hard
truths.

I Kissed a Zombie
and I Liked IT

Creepy Cute
Crochet

By Adam Selzer
Ali, a school music critic, falls
hard for a zombie at the same
time as she realizes that
vampires don’t think much of
music critics who make fun of
them in reviews.

By Christian Haden
Now that you’ve read about
zombies, why not crochet your
very own?

